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Abstract—The interest in automatic emotion recognition and the larger field of Affective Computing has recently gainedmomentum. The

current emergence of large, video-based affect datasets offering richmulti-modal inputs facilitates the development of deep learning-based

models for automatic affect analysis that currently holds the state of the art. However, recent approaches to process thesemodalities cannot

fully exploit themdue to the use of oversimplified fusion schemes. Furthermore, the efficient use of temporal information inherent to these

huge data are also largely unexplored hindering their potential progress. In thiswork, we propose amulti-modal, sequence-based neural

networkwith gatingmechanisms for Valence and Arousal based affect recognition. Our model consists of threemajor networks: Firstly,

a latent-feature generator that extracts compact representations from both modalities that have been artificially degraded to add

robustness. Secondly, a multi-task discriminator that estimates both input identity and a first step emotion quadrant estimation.

Thirdly, a sequence-based predictor with attention and gating mechanisms that effectively merges both modalities and uses this

information through sequence modelling. In our experiments on the SEMAINE and SEWA affect datasets, we observe the impact of

both proposed methods with progressive increase in accuracy. We further show in our ablation studies how the internal attention

weight and gating coefficient impact our models’ estimates quality. Finally, we demonstrate state of the art accuracy through

comparisons with current alternatives on both datasets.

Index Terms—Affective computing, deep learning, multi-modal fusion, sequence modelling

 

1 INTRODUCTION

EMOTIONS of humansmade accessible and ‘readable’ to com-
puting devices keeps trending, as we near a robust auto-

matic recognition which opens up real world usage such as in
education [1], healthcare [2], [3], [4], human computer interac-
tion [5] among others. Given its wide range of application
potentials, the generalised affect recognition task is rapidly
growing as reflected by recent availability of affect-related
datasets, such as SEMAINE [6] as was used in the first Audio/
Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC). This is further extended by
the recently introduced SEWA [7] database enabling the rapid
development of general, automatic visual-based emotion rec-
ognition up to in the wild settings. While the field started from
the use of handcrafted methods, it currently heavily relies on

deep learning-based approaches due to the higher potential
accuracy achieved [8], [9]. The use of other modalities such as
sound and text has also improved the current systems in other
emotional aspects that the visual modality lacks or situations,
where it is not accessible or disturbed. This in turn also encour-
ages the combination of these modalities, typically by direct
concatenation approaches [10], [11], [12]. However, such a
straightforward approach may produce sub-optimal results
given the difference characteristics of eachmodality [13].

Another aspect to consider is the need to deal with bigger-
data, given the emergence of video-based datasets that enrich
thewidely usedmodality featureswith the inclusion of tempo-
ral information. To this end, several authors have explored the
use of deep-learning based sequence modelling of long-short
termmemory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [14],
[15], endowed also with attention mechanisms [16], [17], [18]
to exploit these sequence based data inputs. However, such
spatio-temporal modelling often results in very high-dimen-
sional feature spaces and large volumes of data, making train-
ing difficult and time consuming.

This work addresses the current lack of efficient tempo-
ral modelling and effective multi-fusion approaches to
general affect analysis, by proposing the use of latent
sequence networks combined with gating mechanisms to
effectively fuse multi-modal inputs. We do so by incorpo-
rating three major networks, coined Generator (G), Dis-
criminator (D), and Predictor (P), which are trained in an
adversarial setting to estimate the affect domains of
Valence (V) and Arousal (A). Furthermore, we capitalise
on these latent features to enable temporal modelling
using internal LSTMs that are trained progressively using
curriculum learning enhanced with adaptive attention.
Finally, we combine the input modalities through gating
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mechanisms for more effective modality fusion, leading to
our state of the art accuracy. Specifically, the contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1) We upgrade the standard adversarial setting with a
third network that fuses features from the Generator
and Discriminator. This produces features that com-
bine the latent space from the autoencoder-basedGen-
erator and a V/A Quadrant estimate produced by the
modified Discriminator, resulting in a compact, but
meaningful representation that helps reduce the train-
ing complexity.

2) We propose the use of sequential modelling with
attention to enhance our model estimates, and also
quantify the relative impact of these adaptive atten-
tion mechanism by calculating the respective inter-
nal weight activation differences.

3) We extend our temporal modelling with gating net-
works for more effective fusion of both, audio and
visual modalities.We further evaluate its effectiveness
in our ablation study using thresholding analysis.

4) We report state of the art accuracy of our models on
both the SEMAINE and SEWA datasets and compare
our results to other alternatives.

Preliminary results of our modified adversarial training
and sequential attention can be found in [19] and [20] respec-
tively. Specifically, in [19], we initially introduced latent
based neural network for multi-modal inputs to perform V/
A prediction using adversarial learning. Then in [20], we
applied sequential modelling with attention to the visual
input modality. The findings in these two previous papers
lead to our current work that focuses in improving the mod-
els accuracy using effective fusion of both audio and visual
modality inputs through combined gating mechanisms and
sequential attention. Subsequently, we provide the quantita-
tive analysis of the improvements made using each of our
proposedmechanisms (including sequential attention).

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
describes the related work in the context of facial-based emo-
tion recognition and the use of different modalities and other
relevant temporal modelling; in Section 3, we explain our
Audio-Visual Gated-Sequenced Neural Networks consisting
of two major networks combined using our gated-sequence
modelling. In Section 4, we report our results on both, the
SEMAINE and SEWAdatasets in relation to each of ourmeth-
ods, and further compare our results with current state of the
artsmodels. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Multi-modal emotion recognition started by the use of classical
machine learning techniques, applied to visual and audio fea-
tures to enable automatic affect estimation. Examples of early
approaches include partial least squares regression [21], sup-
port vector machines [22] and low-level audio descriptor [23].
These techniques had been applied largely to their specific
applications, such as Health [24], Physchology [25] and Educa-
tion [26] with limited success. This is mainly because of the
accuracy limit of such approaches and they are highly condi-
tioned to work in their specialized task, thus preventing their
potential use onto broader application spectrums [27]. Thus, to

further progress the investigations in this field, the develop-
ment of larger, generalized affect datasets was initiated, with
the SEMAINE [6] dataset as one popular instance. This audio-
visual dataset facilitates direct, and general affect analysis for
human and agent interactions, and has been used by many
authors. One of the early works is Gunes et al. [28], who used
global head motions consisting of nod and shake to be fed to
individual Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to construct the
baseline features, which are then utilised by Support Vector
Regression (SVR) to estimate the final affect dimension. Using
a person independent scheme in their experiment, they proved
that automatic affect recognition is indeed possible to a certain
degree. Progressing ahead, Kossaifi et al. [8] introduced a
hybrid system that used deep learning alongside classical geo-
metrical and texture features for affect recognition. Specifically,
they proposed to include the use of features extracted from
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Local Binary Pattern
(LBP), and facial Landmarks combinedwith several classifiers,
such as Bag of Words (BOW) and conditional Random Field
(RF). In addition, they performed transfer learning to several
Convolutional Network-based models to investigate the effec-
tiveness of these deep learning models. Using the SEMAINE
database, alongside the other related affect dataset of AFEW-
VA [8], they found that deep learning-based methods con-
stantly outperformed other classical approaches and provides
new baselines for each dataset.

More recently, the SEWA dataset [7] was published to
allow more extensive deep learning-based modelling under
unconstrained settings and conditions (in-the-wild) and offer
multiple languages and cultures at the same time. Such deep
learning-based approaches can be seen in the recent works
of [29] and [9]. Mitenkova et al. [29] introduced tensor model-
ling for affect estimations applied to visual inputs. Specifi-
cally, they utilised tucker tensor regression optimised by
deep gradient techniques, which permits the preservation of
the structure of the data and reduction of the number of
parameters. Similarly, Kosaifi et al. [9] introduced the use of
tensor decomposition to enable their multi-dimensional con-
volutional approach for visual-based emotion recognition. In
their work, they applied a generalised factorised higher-order
framework to several convolutional models, such as ResNet,
Inception, and Mobile net. Furthermore, they proposed to
perform a more efficient tensor decomposition on Convolu-
tional Operations by the introduction of weight vector coeffi-
cients with non-linearities affecting the magnitude of the
decomposed factors. Then, they also added higher-order
transduction and automatic rank selections in their pipelines
to further optimise the necessary calculation operations.
Using this approach, they arrived at state of the art results.

Visual-based approaches have been considerably gaining
attention lately, since facial expressions are considered one
of the dominant channels to display affective informa-
tion [30], [31]. Some early examples of facial based emotion
recognition is the work of [32] and [33] which used hand-
crafted based features for general human computer interac-
tions and healthcare applications respectively. Furthermore,
recent works of [34] shows that utilising deep learning
based models allows for more accurate estimates to deal
with in the wild affect recognition (for recent compilation of
facial based emotion recognition, the reader could see in
this recent review [35]). However, facial expressions does
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not always provide the full emotional information [7].
Indeed, it has been shown that modalities such as Electrocar-
diogram (ECG) and audio can complement and enhance the
performance obtained from visual-features [36]. Specifically,
the audio modality has been highlighted for its accurate
Arousal estimates [7], [37]. Similar to visual based affect rec-
ognition, the audio based emotion recognition started by the
use of handcrafted features [23], [38], and proceeded by the
use of Deep Learning based models applied to bigger, and
generalized affect recognition. One example of the latter is
the work of Yang et al. [39] that exploited both the sound-
wave and its spectrogram derivatives as main features for
affect recognition applied to both SEMAINE and Recola [40]
dataset. In their work, they used a 3D Convolutional Neural
Network (3DCNN) to extract the individual waveform and
spectral features. Then, these features were combined using
basic concatenation approaches and passed to a Bidirectional
Long Short-termMemory (BLSTM) network to estimate final
Valence and Arousal values. The main drawback of this
mechanisms however is the model complexity that involves
multiple level of temporal information. This limitation fur-
ther motivated our previous work [19] where we introduce
latent features modelling for more efficient use of visual fea-
tures that are later combined with audio features. The visual
latent features are formed using a Generator network that is
trained with a Discriminator through the adversarial train-
ing. These visual features are then used to condition the Dis-
criminator that receives both raw images and reduced sound
features (eGeMAPS [41]) resulting to higher and more bal-
anced accuracy in both Valence and Arousal predictions.
Another recent approach is the Dialogue-RNN [37] that tries
to incorporate the notion of dialogue for affect predictions,
thus expanding the potential of multi-modal affect recogni-
tion approach. In their work, the authors also used the text
modality alongside visual and sound information as main
feature. They chose LSTM and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU)
to explicitly model the interaction between the user (global,
speaker, listener) through sequential learning, thus benefit-
ing from this additional knowledge. They found that adding
attention modules improved the accuracy of their models,
suggesting the importance of modelling the interaction
between modalities. Finally, current advances on multi-
modal affect recognition could be found onAVEC challenges
which evaluate the models across different applications
(including health and in the wild settings) [42], [43], [44]. It
has been observed that using fusion of several modalities
often leads to more robust and accurate predictions, with the
concatenation operations are commonly used to fuse each
modality [7], [44]. However, even though these concatena-
tion strategies could work to certain extent, they can poten-
tially neglect important relationships between different
modalities as shown in othermachine vision fields [45].

The recent availability of video-based datasets has stimu-
lated the use of temporal modelling that has been shown to
enhance models’ training [46], [47]. Some related examples in
Affective Computing include the works by Tellamekala et al.
[14] and Ma et al. [15]. Specifically, Tellamekala et al. [14]
enforced temporal coherency combinedwith smoothness pri-
ors during feature representation by constraining the differ-
ences between adjacent frames. On the other hand, Ma et al.
[15] utilised LSTMs with residual connections to process

sequences of multi-modal data inputs. Furthermore, the use
of attention methods has also been recently explored in the
works of Xiaohua et al. [18] and Li et al. [17]. Xiahoua et al.
incorporated multi-stage attention consisting of both spatial
and temporal attention in their facial-based affect estimation
pipeline.Meanwhile, Li et al. used deep networks that capital-
ise an attention mechanism [16] on top of their LSTM net-
works to process a spectrogram representation of audio
input, allowing them to perform the respective affective states
prediction. In our previous work [20], we further increased
the efficiency of sequential attention to perform affect estima-
tions using visual inputs. We did this by using an auxiliary
network (Combiner) that is trained in tandem with a set of
Generator andDiscriminator. As such, reducing their training
complexity and allowing us to perform sequential attention
more effectively using learned latent features from the Gener-
ator.We have shown that the use of sequencemodelling leads
to more accurate and stable affect estimates. Furthermore, we
observed that the length of sequences involved also impact
themodels behaviour and accuracy produced.

In summary, recent developments of large scale, generalized
affect datasets such as SEMAINE [6] and SEWA [7] have facili-
tated the development of automatic affect recognition with a
broad application and high accuracy potentials. The starting
point was the use of handcrafted features and classifiers
applied to visual features, typically the facial area. The field
then progressed toward the use of Deep Learning approaches,
given that it allows for more accurate affect estimations. Fur-
thermore, the use of other modalities has emerged due to the
limitation of the visual features in regards to the accuracy
obtained, and some works also tried to combine modalities by
the use of simple concatenation. However, these straight-for-
ward approaches have the limitation of their tendency to give
equal weights to the different modalities [45], [48]. This can be
problematic, in the situation where the importance of one
modality may be considered higher than that of the others [7].
This problem could be mitigated by the use of Gating Mecha-
nisms [13] that permit the adaptive weighting for the consid-
ered modalities. Furthermore, we also propose to combine it
with our temporal modelling including attention, to allow for
more accurate results as recently shown in other related stud-
ies [46], [47], including our preliminary results in [19], [20].
These approach enable our proposedmodel to makemore effi-
cient use of both Audio and Visual modalities through respec-
tive latent features [19], and adaptively fuse them together
through gating mechanisms, modulating their relevant impor-
tance. Then applying the dynamic attention over temporal
modelling through this combined features will allow our pro-
posed system to benefit on the inherent sequential property of
bothmodalities, resulting to a higher potential accuracy (which
we will show in our ablation study). To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to explore such adaptive combinations of
multiple modalities with attention for temporal modelling
withinValence/Arousal based affective predictions.

3 AUDIO-VISUALGATED-SEQUENCEDNEURAL

NETWORK (AVIGAS-NET) FORAFFECT

RECOGNITION

Fig. 1 shows the structure of direct latent-based V/A esti-
mator (DiLaST) that consists of a coupled Generator and
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Discriminators that are trained under adversarial settings to
denoise input images, and subsequently create latent fea-
tures. These latent features are then combined with the first
step V/A quadrants and later used for final V/A estimates
using the V/A estimator parts (C). In this work, we consider
two modality inputs: visual and audio features. The second
part of our models pipeline consists of the inclusion of two
combining mechanisms that are later used as input for a
sequence-based V/A estimator with attention [16]. These
process produce our Sequence-based models variants
(DiLaST-SA) and visualized on the Figure 2. In the end, sev-
eral combinations of the two modalities, temporal modelling
and combination strategies lead to possible sub-models, as
listed below, which we will include in our experiments to
motivate the need for our full system:

1) Au-De: direct latent-based V/A estimator using only
the audio stream (without temporal modelling).

2) Vi-De: direct latent-based V/A estimator using only
the video stream (without temporal modelling).

3) Au-DeS: sequence-based V/A estimator using only
the audio stream.

4) Vi-DeS: sequence-based V/A estimator using only
the video stream.

5) AVi-CaS: sequence-based V/A estimator using
concatenated audio and video streams.

6) AVi-GaS: sequence-based V/A estimator using the
gatingmechanism to fuse the audio andvideo streams.

3.1 The Direct Latent-Based V/A Estimator (DiLaST)

The first part of of our approach uses latent features extracted
through adversarial learning combined with first step V/A
quadrant estimates given the noisy image inputs.We use sim-
ilar approach to our previous model to perform this initial
estimation [19], however, we further consider to use two dif-
ferent modalities separately to asses their respective impact.
We use RGB images as visual input, while a spectrogram of
corresponding sounds is used for the audio modality. The
details of the data pre-processing of both modalities can be
seen in Section 3.4. The use of similar network structures that
independently process both modalities ensures that each net-
work is able to absorb and benefit from distinct characteristics
of each modality, and further facilitates our gating mecha-
nism to weight their respective importances. These latent fea-
tures are then used for the consecutive prediction task
iteration that aims to infer actual Valence/Arousal values.

Specifically, the pipeline ofDiLaSTmodels starts with the
use of Latent Feature Generator Network (G) that takes
either the original inputs F, consisting of images I or sounds
S, and also its distorted counterpart, ~F 2 f~I; ~Sg, as described
in [49], [50]. Given the noisy versions of these modalities, G
estimates the cleaned reconstruction of both inputmodalities
F̂ , alongwith a 2D latent representation that is utilised as fea-
tures (Z) in subsequent operations:

GðF Þ©G ¼ dec©Gðenc©GðF ÞÞwithZF � enc©GðF Þ; (1)

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the pipelines of the individual modality versions of the DILaST that consists of AU-De Net and VI-De Net.

Fig. 2. Visualization of the process of our sequence-based models with attention (DILAST-SA) that constitutes AU-DeS Net, Vi-DeS Net, AVi-CaS
Net, and our complete model of AVi-GaS Net (AViGaS).
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where© are the respective networks’ parameters, enc and dec
constitute the encoder and decoder networks, andG consists
of bothGI andGS for the image and sound input modalities,
respectively. Subsequently, the Quadrant Discriminator Net-
work (D) receives F̂ and predicts whether the sample was
obtained from a true or fake examples (i. e., an original or dis-
torted version of bothmodalities), aswell as a rough estimate
of the affective state in the form of a Circumplex Quadrant
(Q) [51] that discretises emotion states along the Valence and
Arousal dimensions (thus into four quadrants) [20]. This
multi-task setting helps the Discriminator to reach conver-
gence during training [52] resulting in more accurate [53],
[54] label predictions (namely Real and Fake identity), along
with quadrant values that, together with the subsequent
refinement of emotion label predictions, results in a coarse-
to-find arrangement that can often benefit accuracy [55],
[56]). Thus, with FC as fully connected layer:

DðF Þ©D ¼ FC©Dðenc©DðF ÞÞ ¼ ðQF ; �F Þ; (2)

where �F is a binary variable indicating whether the sam-
ple is classified as real (1) or fake (0), and D consists of DI

and DS for each image and sound inputs. Then, we condi-
tion the extracted latent features Z with the estimated quad-
rant number (Q) by means of layer-wise concatenation
operations, which we call as ZQ [57], [58]. Capitalising on
these conditioned latent features (which hold the extracts
from previous coarse prediction task), the Valence/Arousal
(V/A) Predictor Network (P) then performs the final stage
of affect estimation to produce more refined (thus more pre-
cise [59]) affect predictions (Valence and Arousal values).
Hence, letting û to denote the predicted V and A values:

DiLaST ðF Þ ¼ P©P ð½G©GðF Þ;D©DðG©GðF ÞÞ�Þ
¼ FC©P ðenc©P ð½G©GðF Þ;D©DðG©GðF ÞÞ�ÞÞ
¼ FC©P ðenc©P ð½ZF ;QF �ÞÞ ¼ ûFDiLaST : (3Þ

The coarse-to-fine iterative prediction task used in our
methods pipeline, which starts by predicting coarser emo-
tion labels (discrete V/A quadrant number) by a Quadrant
Estimator, and uses them to condition the following refine-
ment prediction step by a Predictor Network (continuous
Valence/Arousal inference), potentially increases the accu-
racy produced by our proposed approach [60], [61]. Given
that this arrangement eases models’ training through a
gradual increment on task complexity [55], along with effec-
tive conditioning (through intermediate features) allows the
flow of richer gradient signals, which translates into an
effective learning process [56]. Finally, depending on the
modality inputs, we call the DiLaST as Vi-De and Au-De
Net when it uses Visual and Audio input, respectively.

3.2 Multi-Modal Fusion With Attention Enhanced
Sequence Modelling (DiLaST-SA)

The compact size of ZQ extracted from the previous pipeline
allows us to perform more complex processing to reach a
higher accuracy. Motivated by our previous findings in [20]
about the importance of sequence modelling, we propose to
use such approach on both available latent features. This is
reached by employing LSTM combined with attention

mechanisms [16] and training with Curriculum Learn-
ing [59], [62], [63]. Our sequence modelling (DiLaST-SA)
uses the extracted ZQ as the primary input for processing.
Furthermore, alongside the use of individual ZQ to the
sequence pipelines, we also propose to investigate the
impact of two different fusion strategies to merge the sound
ZQS and imageZQI features:

1) By direct concatenation, which has been themost pop-
ular in the field, and consists of simply concatenating
both inputsZQ as new features. Thus,

ZQCAT ¼ ½ZQI ;ZQS�: (4)

2) By gating mechanisms, where we use a gated multi-
unit approach [13] that relates these two distinct
modalities. It is calculated as follows:

GMUðZQI ; ZQSÞ ¼ ZQGATE

¼ ZGðZQI ; ZQSÞ � hv

þ ð1� ZGðZQI ; ZQSÞÞ � hsÞ; (5Þ
with ZG, h_v, and h_s calculated as:

ZGðZQI ; ZQSÞ ¼ sðWZG½ZQI ;ZQS�Þ (6)

hv ¼ tanhðWv � ðZQIÞT Þ (7)

hs ¼ tanhðWs � ðZQSÞT Þ: (8)

Thus, the ZG coefficient controls the importance of
each modality as input.

Subsequently, these features of ZQ (either ZQI or ZQS),
ZQCAT , and ZQGATE will be individually fed to our LSTM
modelling that is based on the P network, but with attention
modules. Thus, given the ZQ as example of the input and
PT is the Temporal Based V/A Predictor, the final results of
our models are:

8n 2 N ; DiLaST � SA; hn ¼
FC

©P
T ðLSTM

©PT ð½Sn;ZQn�; hn�1ÞÞ; (9Þ

where LSTM is the Long Short Term Memory net-
work [64], hn the set of LSTM states (h) after n successive
frames and (S) consists of both the LSTM inner state (c) and
outgoing states (h) [65] to provide the full previous informa-
tion. Here, we also adapt these techniques to consider
sequences of up 8 previous states (n¼ 8) following our cur-
riculum learning approach [20]. Afterwards, we utilise the
context vector [16] of (CV) that allows adaptive weighting
during model inferences by summarising the importance
(or relevance) of each previous state h. This is done by first
calculating the alignment score that involves the combined
LSTM states at frame t, denoted (St ¼ ½ct; ht�), and n previ-
ous states ( �S) following the formula below:

anðtÞ ¼ alignðSt; �StÞ ; with Sx ¼ ½hx; cx�

¼ exp Wa½S>t ; �Sn�
� �

P
N 0 exp Wa½S>t ; �Sn0 �

� � : (10)

Subsequently, we use the location-based function below
to calculate the alignment scores from the previous states ( �S):
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an ¼ softmaxðWa
�SÞ: (11)

The alignment vector is then used to quantify the context
vector CVt as the weighted average across the considered n
preceding hidden states:

CVt ¼
P

n an � Sn

n
: (12)

Depending on the configurations, the above pipelines
will yield three different models: iÞ a sequence-based single
modality affect estimator (Au/Vi-Des Net), when the direct
ZQI and ZQS are used as input; iiÞ a concatenated-based
affect estimator (AVi-CaS Net), when the concatenated
latent features from both the visual and sound modality
(ZQCAT ) are used as input; and iiiÞ our full model of a gated
affect estimator (AVi-GaS Net), when the gating mechanism
is used to fuse both modalities (ZQGATE).

3.3 Training Losses

To train our G and D networks, we adopt the modified
adversarial training from [19], [20] and feed their extracted
features to the P network on the fly to permit simultaneous
training of the latter. With this arrangement, the P network
will further benefit from the improved quality of the fea-
tures extracted by G and D as the training progresses.
Thereby, the equations for the modified adversarial training
of these networks are:

Ladv ¼�D EF logDðF Þ½ �
þ �G EF ½log ð1�DðGð ~F ÞÞÞ þ �P Eva½P ðF Þ; uF �: (13Þ

The first term evaluates the discriminator (D) predictions
given the real feature (F); the second terms measures the
discriminator predictions given generated input from Gen-
erators; and the third terms assess the quality of affect pre-
dictions from P networks given both input features F and
affect ground truth (uF ). These three terms are controlled by
their respective regularization coefficients (�D; �G and �F ).
Furthermore, the Eva is maximized by minimizing the Lafc

losses as used in [19], [20] that integrates multiple affect
metrics consisting of Rooted Mean Square Error (RMSE)
(Eq. 15), Correlation (COR) (Eq. 16), Concordance Correla-
tion Coefficients (CCC) (Eq. 17) [8] along with the Intra-class
Correlation Coefficient (ICC) [7]. We chose to incorporate
these combined loss because it has been shown to work bet-
ter than solely relying only on RMSE [66], [67], and has been
used as standard in other recent related works [68], [69].
Hence, letting {û; u} as the predicted and the ground truth
V/A values respectively, we define the Lafc as follow:

Lafc ¼
XK
i¼1

ki
K

ðLRMSE þLCOR þ LCCC þ LICCÞ (14)

LRMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn
i¼1

ðûi � uiÞ2
s

; (15)

LCOR ¼ E½ðû � m̂uÞ � ðu � muÞ�
sûsu

; (16)

LCCC ¼ 2x
E½ðû � m̂uÞ � ðu � muÞ�
s2
û
þ s2

u þ ðmû � muÞ2
; (17)

LICC ¼ 2x
E½ðû � m̂uÞ � ðu � muÞ�

s2
û
þ s2

u

; (18)

with K as a normalisation factor [50] for the total V/A clas-
ses (it is discretised by a value of 10) and ki is the total num-
ber of instances of discrete V/A classes i. The normalisation
factor is essential in reducing the impact from large imbal-
ance in the number of instances per class in the dataset.

3.4 Data Pre-Processing and Model Training

We use both the SEMAINE [6] and SEWA [7] datasets to
train all of our proposed models by following subject-inde-
pendent protocol (i.e., five fold cross validation). Using
these datasets, we obtain the facial area by running a state
of the art facial tracker [59]. To extract the sound features,
we first calculate the whole Mel-spectrogram of the respec-
tive sound files of the video inputs. We extract the Mel-
scaled spectrogram using Librosa library [70] with the
parameters of a fast Fourier transform at a sample rate of
22 kHz, and with number of Mel dimensions of 128 to match
the input image dimension of 128 x 128. Subsequently, we
convert the obtained power spectrogram to decibel units
using its maximum amplitude. We then crop the parts of
spectrogram centred with the time-stamp of the input
frames, with the left and right pad of half of the input image
size, i. e., 64. Finally, we replicate these spectrograms into 3
channels, to allow them to be processed with a similar net-
work structure as the one used for the visual input.

We start the training process with the DiLaST network,
which involves the respective G, D, and P networks simulta-
neously using an adversarial loss as indicated in (13). To
quantify the impact of the denoising, we also choose to train
the standard DiLaST without any noisy image inputs. This
stage produces our baseline consisting of individual results
for each modality with and without noise modelling (Au/
Vi and Au-De/Vi-De Nets, respectively) and the conditional
latent features ZQ of each modality to be used on the
sequence modelling (DiLaST-SA). This is done by the use of
multi-stage transfer learning from 2, 4, and 8 [59] with atten-
tion enabled. We use the individual ZQ directly to the
sequence modelling pipelines to produce the sequence var-
iants of the original DiLaST of both modalities, i.e., Au-DeS
net and Vi-DeS nets. Furthermore, we combine both ZQ
altogether to be used as the input to our sequence modelling
to produce the AVi� CaS network results. We further use
the gating mechanism to perform selective merging as the
input to create our final AVi�GaS networks. Lastly, we
optimise the hyperparameters of G, D and P networks by
using equal regularization values for G and P (i.e., �G, and
�D is 0.25) but with twice the values for P networks (i.e., �P

is 0.5). Since we found that the P networks to be slower to
train than the other two, especially during the optimizations
involving sequential with attention operations.

We need to mention that the training process requires
extensive computation power. Thus, the use of latent fea-
tures from both modalities (that is known as an effective
method for reducing the dimensionality representations) is
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critical to accelerate our training process, making our
experiments feasible. By the use of the extracted latent fea-
tures, we observe a reduction of up to a quarter of the origi-
nal times required for the training each of our models, i. e.,
using a single NVIDIA Titan X GPU and latent features, it
took us around 12 hours to fully train our models as
opposed to 2 days when using the original inputs size. The
training computation complexity alongside the models
inference speed can further be seen in Section 4.4, where we
present the respective complexity comparison between our
models’ variants.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first describe the datasets used in our
experiments with the respective metrics to quantify the per-
formance of each model in (Section 4.1). Secondly, we per-
form an ablation study to highlight the importance of each
element of our model: we first analyse the results produced
by each of our modality approaches and its correlations
with the sequence modelling with attention (Section 4.2).
Then, we focus on the importance of our gating mechanisms
to aggregate both modalities to reach our best results (Sec-
tion 4.3), followed by analysis of models complexity (Sec-
tion 4.4). Lastly, Section 4.5 compares our best results with
other alternatives on both of SEMAINE and SEWA datasets.

4.1 Dataset and Experiment Settings

We utilise two relevant affective datasets to provide a com-
prehensive analysis and comparison of our models’ results:
the SEMAINE [6] and SEWA [7] datasets.

� The SEMAINE dataset [6] is a large audio-visual
database built from the interactions between an
agent and users from stimulated settings. It consists
of recordings from 150 participants with a total of
959 conversations. Alongside the emotion labels, It
also includes other annotations such as race, gender,
and the fully transcribed conversation scripts to
allow rich data analysis.

� The SEWA dataset [7] is one of in-the-wild (captured
in unconstrained settings) affect datasets that con-
sists of both video and audio recordings involving
398 subjects across multiple cultures. It is divided
into 538 sequences that include respective meta-data
(e. g., subject id, culture, etc.) along with actual affect
ground truth of Valence/Arousal and liking/
disliking.

In each experiment, we provide the results from the var-
iants of our models to highlight the importance of each
approach. All results are reported by following the original
subject-independent protocol (5-fold cross validation) for
both datasets. To facilitate the quantitative comparison to
other results reported in the literature, we first calculate
RMSE values for both datasets as baseline estimates of mod-
els accuracy [7], [44]. However, an important drawback of
the RMSE metric is that it overlooks structural information
of both predicted and ground truth label throughout the
input sequences (i.e., it disregards their correlation) [22],
[71]. Thus, to account for this aspect, we also calculate the
CORmetrics alongwith its derivations, i.e., ICC for the SEM-
AINE and and CCC for the SEWAdataset, respectively.

We use all variants of our models given continuous
streams of processed video and audio inputs for each dataset
(as explained in Section 3.4) to obtain our models’ results.
Specific to sequential modelling, we perform the initializa-
tion of LSTM hidden states at the beginning of the inference
process and use up to previous eight [19] inputs (including
current observation) for attention modellings. This allows
our models to run on arbitrary sequence range regardless of
the original length used during training [59], [72], [73].

4.2 Single-Modality and Sequence Modelling
Analysis

Tables 1 and 2 provide the comparisons of each of our sin-
gle-modality approaches with denoising and sequential
modelling. In these tables, we can see that the result of the
Vi-DeS network that utilises visual input, produces higher
accuracy in the Valence domain, while the Au-DeS network
attains higher accuracy in the Arousal domain. These results
confirm the previously reported studies [7], [8] that these
modalities are more relevant to each of these domains due
to the very nature of each modality.

In these results, we further notice an increase in accuracy
for both of our baseline Vi andAu networkswhenwe add the
Denoiser operations. This finding is in agreement with our
previous work [19], where we found that the inclusion of the
denoiser improves the robustness of the learnt latent features,
leading to higher accuracy. In regard to this, examples of the
denoising results for both image and audio input of our mod-
els can be seen in Figure 4. Notice that our models can clean
both input modalities quite well, which is remarkable consid-
ering the different characteristics of thesemodalities.

We also found that the activation of temporal modelling
provides further improvement of the accuracy, which con-
firms the benefit of including such sequential inputs [20].

TABLE 1
Quantitative Comparisons of Our Models Utilising Each

Modality (DiLaST) on the SEMAINE Dataset

TABLE 2
Quantitative Comparisons of Our Models Utilising Each

Modality (DiLaST) on the SEWA Dataset
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Examples of the models predictions alongside of the learnt
sequential attention can be seen in Figure 3. There, we can
see the predictions examples of models with attention
enabled (Vi-DeS and Au-DeS) and disabled (Vi-De and Au-
De) outlined with the ground truth. We can further see that
the activation of sequence modelling with attention yields
more accurate predictions in both modalities (as shown in
the bottom legends). This is also visually confirmed by com-
paring to the ground truth curve, which is also provided.
As a note, we scale the graph to the min and maximum val-
ues of the evaluated models to highlight the accuracy differ-
ence between compared models (the margin would be hard
to observe when using full scale of each dataset, i. e., -1 to 1
for SEMAINE and 0 to 1 for SEWA).

The observed accuracy improvements can be attributed to
the sequential attention mechanisms that allow the network
to focus on the ’important’ parts within sequences [16], [20]
through the learnt Wa (attention weights). This weight acti-
vation of each sub-sequence(i. e., eight input frames/audio,
Cf Section 3.2) is shown on the middle part of Figure 3.
Notice the different weight activation patterns throughout
the overall inference durations with rapid changes of inten-
sity within sub-sequences indicating that the network is allo-
cating its focus on the salient parts from particular sub-
sequence (thus potentially benefiting from the attention
mechanisms). In contrast, while the Wa activations is rather
uniform (i. e., difference in weight activations are small), the
network evenly distributes the attention weights throughout
all of sub-sequence inputs (thus in this case, the role of atten-
tion to models prediction will be modest). To visualize these
two conditions,we introduce the coefficientDWa that is calcu-
lated from the percentage of the disparity between the mini-
mum and maximum w values for each sequence. Thus
resulting in the first case with high DWa and the latter with

low value of DWa. Subsequently, we show them on the last
two pictures for both visual (left) and audio modality (right)
inputs. The first rows (in orange) show the first case (high
DWa), and the bottom rows (in blue) show the second case
(lowDWa). In these two contrasting examples, we can observe
the correlations between higher attention intensity with
higher changes observed in the input. For instance, in the
first row, we see that both, the facial input and the spectro-
gram changed slightly compared to the second row (blue),
and this is reflected in the respective attention intensities on

Fig. 4. Visual examples of our denoised input of both modalities. Col-
umns 1 and 4 show the noisy inputs. Next, columns 2 and 5 show the
corresponding denoised examples of our models. Finally, columns 3 and
6 show the ground-truth, e. g., the clean versions.

Fig. 3. The impact of attention on both, the image and sound modalities as input to our model. The left part shows examples of sequence modelling
with attention improving our model estimates with regards to the change captured on the visual input. The right part shows the changes captured
with our attention modelling using sound inputs. From the top, the first two horizontal graphs show the predictions of the evaluated models on Valence
and Arousal respectively. The third graph shows the learnt Wa (attention weight). The fourth graphs show the legend followed by specific visualiza-
tions examples of learnt attention alongside the respective sequences of input modality.
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top of each figure. This ability to capture such changeswithin
the sequence is in line with our previous findings [20]; how-
ever in this case, we further found that the associated accu-
racy improvement is more pronounced (the accuracy of Vi/
Au-DeS is more accurate compared to Vi-AuD) in the first
example as opposed to the latter, as visualized in the graph.
This suggests that the benefit of the attention mechanism is
higher when it is activated strongly within sub-sequences
(i. e., the higherDWa, the higher the improvementsmade).

To quantitatively confirm the above analysis, we con-
sider three levels of differences for DWa: 12.5%, 25%, and
50%, and evaluate the portion of the datasets with DWa acti-
vation weights above each level. Visual examples, as well as
the portion size and accuracy computed for each level DWa

can be seen in Figure 5. We see that in general, there is a
decrease in the size of the frames included as the DWa

accompanied by a raise in accuracy. Tables 3 and 4 further
show the accuracy of our single-based models without (Au-
De and Vi-De) and with the sequences (Au-DeS and Vi-
DeS) for different DWa values. Based on these results, we
observe that the accuracy gain (in terms of RMSE and COR)
increases, as we raise DWa for both datasets. For instance,
the highest accuracy gain at DW ¼ 12:5 is 16% compared to
more than 119% when the threshold is higher (DW ¼ 50%).
This indicates that attention impacts the results more, when

the variation of the attention weights are (relatively) high.
Furthermore, we also see that the gain is pretty balanced
across modalities, suggesting its compatibility to both types
of input modalities.

4.3 The Impact of the Multi-Modal Approach With
Concatenation and Internal Gating Modelling

Tables 5 and 6 present the results of our multi-modal
approaches by means of concatenation (AVi-CaS) and Gat-
ing (AVi-GaS) together with the comparison with the best
preforming results from previous sections of each modality.
In this comparison, we can see that the combination of these
modalities yields an increase in accuracy for both
approaches with more balanced results in both domains.
This suggests the benefit of aggregating these modalities.
However, comparing the results of AVi-GaS with AVi-CaS,
we find that in general, the results from our gating mecha-
nisms are better than the basic concatenation approach.
This supports the need of more sophisticated approaches to
combine these modalities.

Examples of the effectiveness of our gating approach
compared to the standard concatenation counterparts are
visualised in Figure 6, where we can see more accurate pre-
dictions of our gating mechanisms over the other compared
models. The respective bottom sections provide two differ-
ent examples of learnt ZG coefficients that are able to
’control’ the importance of each modality. That is, in the the
first column, we can see examples where the higher values
of ZG indicate changes detected in the visual features. This
is also synchronously detected by the sequence attention.
We also see the other instances, where ZG is able to detect
changes in the sound features, thus giving a higher priority
to this modality. We also see, again that these coefficients
correlate well with the sequence activation, in line with the
perceived activation of ZG. All of this explains the quite
substantial improvement on accuracy of the AVi-GaS net-
work compared to the marginal improvement achieved by
the AVi-CaS network with respect to the single-modality
variants.

Analogously to the analysis of high level of attention
weight activations in the previous section, we evaluate the
importance of ZG using different thresholds TZG. Specifi-
cally, we chose three different TZG thresholds (0.25, 0.125,
and 0.0625) that affect the range of TZG. However, because

Fig. 5. The examples of the results from Vi-DeS using several W value
differences (DWa).

TABLE 3
The Relative Impact of Attention on the Level of Relative Differences (DWa) on the Involved Sequences of the SEMAINE Dataset

TABLE 4
The Relative Impact of Attention on the Level of Relative Differences (DWa) on the Involved Sequences of the SEWA Dataset
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we are now evaluating a gating block, we are interested in
deviations around the central value (i. e., 0.5); for instance,
with TZG ¼ 0:125, we evaluate ZG < 0:125 and ZG > 0:875.
Examples of the considered segments using these different
thresholds with their respective accuracy can be seen in
Figure 7. Similar to the analysis in the previous section, we
can see that increasing the threshold reduces the amount of
data that is considered, but also raises the associated accuracy.

Tables 9 and 10 show the quantitative results of our
AVi�GaS with respect to the different threshold TZG for
both, SEMAINE and SEWA, while the results of different
DWa can be seen in the Tables 7 and 8, respectively. Notice
that the results of the AVi-GaS networks are consistently
better than those of the other models, including the concate-
nation-based approach AVi-CaS. An analysis of the ZG val-
ues reveals that the accuracy improvement grows as the
threshold values decrease (which implies using only the
most activated ZG values), showing the benefit of the gating
approach in successfully controlling each modality to boost
performance. For example, the highest gains with the
threshold at 0.25 are 13.4% and 17.5%, but they grow to 35%
and 20% for the SEMAINE and SEWA datasets using the
narrowest threshold value of 0.0625.

4.4 Analysis of Models Complexity and Running
Time

Table 11 shows the number of network parameters, size and
the running speed in both Training and Test for all of our
models variants. We obtain these information by evaluating
the models using a single workstation under UNIX environ-
ment, using NVIDIA 1080-TI GPU, with 32 GB of RAM and
Intel Core i7-4770 CPU. During inference, we observe that
all of our models require less resources (less number of
parameters and smaller size) with faster running time com-
pared to training (half of number of parameters, quarters of
memory space and tenth of running time). This is because
we only need partial parts of networks to perform the infer-
ence (for instance we do not need Discriminator and only
half part of Generator to create latent features for P net-
works) and with no requirements to calculate the gradients
required for optimizations.

Specifically, our baseline models (Vi-De/Au-De) are the
least complex requiring the smallest amount of parameters
(i.e., also the smallest size and faster running time) with our
complete model AVi-GaS in the opposite end. Here we
observe a slight increase in the number of parameter as we
progressively add the sequential modelling (Vi-DeS/Au-

TABLE 5
The Results of Our Multi-Modal Approach of Employing Concat-

enation and Gating Mechanisms Compared to the Single-
Modality-Based Approaches on the SEMAINE Dataset

TABLE 6
The Results of Our Multi-Modal Approach of Employing Concat-

enation and Gating Mechanisms Compared to the Single-
Modality-Based Approaches on the SEWA Dataset

Fig. 6. Example of the results of our model with the concatenation (AViCaS) and gating (AviGaS) approaches. The bottom left and right show exam-
ples of how the internal ZG of the AViGaS network detected the change that happened on the visual and audio input, respectively. The first two
graphs show the predictions of the evaluated models on Valence and Arousal respectively. The middle graphs show the learnt ZG (gating coeffi-
cients) during the predictions. The fourth graphs show the legend followed by the visualizations examples of learn attention and gating coefficients
on the specific sequences for each input modality.
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DeS), using both modalities (Avi-CaS), and finally incorpo-
rating gating mechanisms (Avi-GaS). However, we notice
that in the end, the complexity differences between ourmod-
els are rather small. For example, there is only less than 12%
margin (4.63 to 5.21 ms) of inference time between AVi-GaS
and our baselines, but with substantially higher accuracy for

the former (in some casesmore than double, see Tables 5 and
6). These differences are even less pronounced during train-
ing, since we need to optimise all network parts (less than
5% margin on running time, 54.63 to 56.35 ms). Thus we
argue that these small sacrifices in complexity are justified
since it allows our models to perform more effective data
processing, leading to our state of the art accuracy.

Lastly, we can see that in overall our models demand
modest computation resources with relatively fast inference
speed. Using our full model of AVi-GaS, for instance, we
only need to allocate about 15 MB of GPU VRAM to per-
form inference with more than 190 fps, which is quite acces-
sible given current computation standards.

4.5 Comparison to the State of the Art

In this section, we present the comparison of our best per-
forming models from the previous ablation analysis (AVi-
GaS network), including the results of our single-modality-
based models (the Au-DeS, and Vi-DeS networks) against
other alternative approaches on both, the SEMAINE and
SEWA datasets. Specifically, we compare our model to the
following ones:

1) FT-DCNN [8], a hybrid deep learning-based system
that uses handcrafted visual and geometrical facial
features.

Fig. 7. Visualisation of the results on AVi-GaS using several threshold
(TZG) values: 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, and 0.0625. The first row shows the
example of the area of each respective TZG value. The second row pro-
vides the associated accuracy.

TABLE 7
The Results of Our Model’s Variant Compared to Our Full Model of AVi-GaS by Their Level of Relative

Differences (DWa) on the SEWA Dataset

TABLE 8
The Results of Our Model’s Variant Compared to Our Full Model of AVi-GaS by Their Level of Relative

Differences (DWa) on the SEMAINE Dataset

TABLE 9
The Results of Our Model’s Variant With Respect to a Different Threshold TZG of Learnt ZG on the SEMAINE Dataset

TABLE 10
The Results of Our Model’s Variant With Respect to a Different Threshold TZG of Learnt ZG on the SEWA Dataset
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2) BLSTM-WS [39], a sequence-based neural network
that utilises both, direct sound wave input and its
spectrogram derivatives as input to LSTM networks.

3) DialogueRNN [37], a deep learning model that uses
multiple modalities such as visual, sound, and text
features that are aggregated using GRU networks for
modelling. Additionally, they also include the inter-
action properties on their modelling.

4) ResNet-18 [7] is a CNN-based model (with residual
connection) that operates directly on the video
frames to produce emotion estimates.

5) Tensor [29], a tensor-based neural network that pro-
cesses visual input and is optimised using the tucker
tensor regression.

6) Factorised [9], a deep learning model that uses a sim-
ilar approach to [29], but uses generalised factorisa-
tions to allow for more efficient decomposition.

7) AEG-CD-SZ [19], our previous latent-based approach
that also applies adversarial training, using both,
visual and soundmodalities.

8) ANCLaF-SA [20] the precursor of our sequential
modelling with attention, relying only on the visual
input.

Tables 12 and 13 provide the comparisons of the evaluated
models on the SEMAINE and SEWA dataset, respectively. In
general, we can see that the results of our models compare
favourably with respect to other methods on both datasets.
Specifically, our single modality-based models (Vi-DeS and
Au-DeS) perform quite well and are able outperform some of
the other alternatives, especially in terms of COR and its var-
iants (ICC and CCC) which detail the models ability to pro-
duce correlated results among sequence of prediction and
actual emotion label. For example, our single-modality based
models’ results are higher in terms of both COR andCCC val-
ues against FT-DCNN [8] on the SEMAINE dataset, likewise,
in comparison to ResNet-18 [7] both in terms of COR and ICC
values on the SEWAdatasets. This highlights the effectiveness
of our base models in exploiting individual modality input to
produce accurate results with structurally sound (correlated)
predictions in relations to actual ground-truth labels.

Subsequently, in comparison to our previous approaches
(AEG-CD-SZ [19] and ANCLaF-SA [20]), we first observe
that our models’ average results (of both the Valence and
Arousal domains) are better compared to AEG-CD-SZ with
healthy accuracy gain, albeit their individual accuracy for
the Valence and Arousal dimension are relatively less bal-
anced (which could be attributed to their lack of multi-modal
input, which AEG-CD-SZ uses). Secondly, in comparison
with ANCLaF-SA [20], we see that our results are slightly
better, especially in comparison with Vi-DeS, where both are
achieving very high accuracy on the Valence domain due to
their similar single-modal based architectural designs.

The utilisation of our complete pipeline (AVi-GaS) results
in large accuracy improvements (cf. Section 4.3) allowing to
substantially outperform both of our previous methods
(AEG-CD-SZ and ANCLaF-SA) with state of the art results
against other approaches. Here we can see that AVi-GaS
achieves comparable accuracy in terms of RMSEmetrics (that
provide a rough overviewofmodels’ prediction accuracy) rel-
ative to the current top performer result on both datasets, with
relatively lowmargin of differences. As an example, the aver-
age RMSEmargin between our model against FT-DCNN [37]
is less than 0.14 on SEMAINE and around 0.03 against Factor-
ised [9] on SEWA, thus, it is fairly negligible. These results
demonstrate general competitiveness of our models results
across datasets. We also see similar outcomes (with our sin-
gle-modality results) in terms of models’ results correlation
capacity (judged by the COR, CCC, and ICC metrics) but
overall with slightly higher accuracy. That is, our AVi-GaS
results are better compared to other alternatives on certain
datasets (e. g., SEMAINE dataset where our results are better
overall) and emotion dimensions (especially for Arousal). For
instance, our models’ accuracies surpass the results of all
alternatives on the SEMAINE dataset for both the COR and
ICC values, while on SEWA, it attains the highest COR and
CCCvalues for Arousal, and rank only slightly lower than the
Factorised model [9] on the Valence emotion label, which is
highly concentrated in processing visual input (it thus
explains its high accuracy on the Valence dimension). In this
respect, we need to note, however that the Factorised
model [9] involves far larger CNNmodels thanwedo by eval-
uating three different sub-networks, including ResNet18 [74]
as baselinewithmore than 11million parameters, almost dou-
bling ours during training, and quadrupling during inference
(cf. Section 4.4) to process the visual input. This fairly large
size network will thereby hinder its real world application to
accommodate such size in on the fields operation compared
to our relatively lighter size.

In addition, the AVi-GaS (that utilises multi-modal
input) further manages to produce quite balanced accuracy

TABLE 11
The Parameters, Size and Running Time of Our

Models Variants

TABLE 12
Quantitative Comparisons on the SEMAINE Dataset

TABLE 13
Quantitative Comparisons on the SEWA Dataset
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on both emotional dimensions (Valence / Arousal) when
compared to the current state of the art, and also appears
more accurate than our previous approach (AEG-CD-SZ,
where it utilises similar modalities). For instance, the Dialo-
gueRNN [37] (that achieves lowest RMSE scores) produces
less accuracy in Valence on COR metrics on the SEMAINE
dataset, whereas the Factorised [9] method (one of the top
methods on the SEWA dataset) lacks the accuracy in the
Arousal domain. In contrast, our models consistently attain
high level of accuracy in both, the Valence and Arousal
domains across metrics and datasets with higher accuracy
on average against AEG-CD-SZ. This highlights the effec-
tiveness of our approach to aggregate [19] these modalities
in support of each other allowing them to arrive at such
accuracy balance (cf. Section 6). This is desirable, because
precise estimations of both Valence and Arousal are
deemed necessary to properly pinpoint the exact emotion
values [51]. All of these results demonstrate the effective-
ness of our approach in achieving competitive results
against the state of the art, while simultaneously permitting
them to maintain a high level of efficiency and consistency
to accurately predict both emotion labels (Valence/Arousal)
that others currently lack.

Finally, to further show the improvement of our
approach (AVi-GaS) in comparison to our previous results
(AEG-CD-SZ and ANCLaF-SA), we plot their prediction
examples in the Figure 8. Notice that our current results are
more accurate than our previous results for both datasets.
Furthermore, we can also see that the predictions of AVI-
GaS are also more stable, which could be attributed to our
internal sequence modellings that benefit from the inherent
temporal information. This is especially noticeable when

observing the results of AEG-CD-SZ which does not include
any temporal modelling (as evidently shown with its lowest
COR and ICC values). ANCLaF-SA on other hands, per-
forms better in Valence domain with higher affect metrics
values, although it is not as stable as our AVi-GaS. This could
be due to the lack of additional modality which helps the
models in performing their predictions (cf. Section 4.3) in
terms of raw accuracy gained (versus its individual modality
versions) and its balance across affect domain (both Valence
and Arousal), but in this case, it also improves the models
stability. Overall, all of these findings highlight the impor-
tance of our proposed methods to yield more accurate, sta-
ble, and balanced affect predictions that ultimately translate
tomore reliable predictions.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented multi-modal affect networks that
are capable to efficiently process bi-modal inputs using our
combined latent-based representationswith sequencemodel-
ling and attention mechanisms. We then equipped our net-
works with gating mechanisms to allow for more effective
multi-modal fusion.We trained ourmodels using adversarial
learning to extract more representative latent features given
the noisy inputs of both visual and sound modality. We then
used these latent features from both modalities fused
together with our gating mechanisms, and fed the result to
our sequential modelling, which was trained through curric-
ulum learning to allow for progressive training.

We demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach as a
whole as well as for each of its components, on the two most
widely used and accessible affective datasets: SEMAINE and

Fig. 8. The comparison of our gated multi-modal sequence model approach (AviGaS) versus our previous approaches (AEG-CD-SZ and ANCLaF-
SA). Notice that the current proposed approach is able to produce accurate predictions on both emotion dimensions and outperforms our previous
results.
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SEWA. In our ablation studies, we firstly showed the impact
of denoising to improve the base results of our single-modal
input models, and we also observed the consistently cleaner
results from noisy modality inputs; secondly, we find that
sequence modelling with attention further improved the
results in terms of accuracy and provided a detailed quanti-
tative analysis to support this conclusion by thresholding on
the relative learnt attention differences; thirdly, we observed
a noticeable gain in accuracy when both modalities were
merged, either by concatenation or by our gating mecha-
nism, the latter producing the highest improvement; lastly,
we showed that in general our models require modest com-
putation resourceswith relatively fast inference speed to cur-
rent computational standards.

We further compare our best performing models against
current state of the art alternatives on both datasets, includ-
ing our two previous approaches. In the comparison, we
show that our model is able to consistently produce high
accuracy in majority of quantitative metrics, comparable to
the top results from the state of the art, with an outstanding
balance in the performance obtained for Valence and
Arousal emotion dimension estimates with respect to alter-
native approaches.

Future efforts may consider other types of attention and an
extension to other modalities such as physiology or textual
cues. It will be exciting to see the benefits of the proposed
architecture in a self-learning potentially cross-modal context.
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